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At Sullivan & Cromwell, we are committed to fostering an environment
that develops a diversity of experience, exceptional advisory talent and a
demonstrated history of innovation. The values, experiences and perspectives
of women are integral to building this culture, and we are deeply committed to
advancing the careers and communities of women in the legal profession.
As the co-chairs of the Women’s Initiative Committee, we support the Firm’s
holistic approach that starts at the beginning of your S&C journey. From the
moment you join the Firm, we prepare you for success by providing mentors to
guide you, programming to enrich you and social events to help you connect with
your colleagues. Whatever your goal, you’ll find many paths to take you there.
While the global pandemic has caused uncertainty in many facets of life and
challenged the way we serve our clients and interact with each other, we have
risen to the challenge of maintaining our priorities. As we moved day-to-day
operations virtual, we opened up our homes and personal lives to each other
in ways that were nearly impossible to imagine a year ago. We found support
in virtual office hours, reprieve in remote coffee breaks and solidarity in Zoom
gatherings. Unwaveringly, we remain together as one at S&C. We will continue
to bring out the best in ourselves and support our community, and we hope you’ll
share in that vision with us.
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Running the Show
Rising to the top requires talent,
hard work and a bit of fearlessness.
Alison Ressler and Sharon Nelles are two of S&C’s most accomplished lawyers. Both
sit on S&C’s Management Committee, the Firm’s highest governing body. Alison
co-heads the Firm’s Global Private Equity Group while Sharon leads the Litigation
Group. But their rise to prominence didn’t happen overnight. From the moment they
walked through the door, both benefited from great mentors, received support and
encouragement, and took advantage of every learning opportunity. And they took
some risks.
When Alison joined the Firm in Los Angeles, the office was newly opened and she
was the most junior associate. “You shouldn’t be afraid to participate right out of the
gate,” she says. “Even as a new associate, I tried to make my presence known, and then
got feedback to make sure that my contributions were adding value. That’s how you
learn to participate, and also how to do it in the most effective way.”
Thirty years later, Alison has not just risen to the top at S&C, but has led major M&A
deals and established a global reputation as a leader in her field.
When Sharon joined the Firm, she was the only woman in the Litigation Group
who had children and worked full-time. Today, she is recognized as one of the top
commercial litigators in the world, with clients such as Moody’s, JPMorgan and
Volkswagen entrusting her with bet-the-company problems. “Be courageous,” she
says. “Give yourself permission to pursue success. Don’t be afraid to raise your hand
for big opportunities because you’re afraid to be told no. Sometimes you will be told
no, and that’s okay. But sometimes you just might get that yes!”

Alison Ressler

named to Los Angeles Business Journal’s
2019 Business Hall of Fame
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Alison Ressler and Sharon Nelles

Sharon Nelles

named a 2019 Litigator of the Year
by The American Lawyer
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The Women’s Initiative
Committee (WIC)
Making meaningful connections with extraordinary women
S&C associates are encouraged to take ownership of their career paths,
and we’re here to support you every step of the way. That’s why we created
the Women’s Initiative Committee (WIC), a group of 40 dynamic lawyers
who identify as women ranging from junior associates to senior partners
who, in addition to advising clients, are focused on recruiting, retaining and
advancing our women lawyers. We provide structured programming on
career advancement, opportunities to grow and learn from talented mentors
and social events where you can unwind with colleagues. Here are some of
the programs and events that the WIC runs with support from the Firm.
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Mentoring
Mentors are invaluable. At S&C, we support all
associates in finding the right mentor to help
advance their careers. Corporate associate
Danielle Abada chose partner Cathy Clarkin
when she was a first-year associate. Danielle
felt an instant connection with Cathy, the
co-head of the Capital Markets Group, from
their first meeting at a WIC event and Cathy
offered to work with Danielle on capital
markets matters. In addition, Danielle
knew she wanted a woman mentor because
“women bring a different perspective,
including on finding a balance between work
and family life.”
This proved to be a great choice as Danielle
is getting married soon. “It’s been incredibly
valuable to talk candidly about different
stages of my personal life and maintaining
a work-life balance throughout,” Danielle
says. Cathy approaches mentoring with an
empathetic perspective, reflecting on what
would have helped her as an associate when

discussing her mentees’ lives, both in and out
of the office.
The two meet for formal mentoring sessions
approximately twice a year and more
frequently just to check in. Danielle says that
the best advice Cathy has given her is how to
“be an effective communicator, externally with
clients and also internally at the Firm.” Cathy
explains that although there was not yet a
formal mentoring program when she was an
associate, she fortunately had several partners
take her under their wing who taught her
how to be a better lawyer and a more effective
leader. Cathy sees mentoring associates such
as Danielle as a way to continue that tradition.
Most mentoring relationships continue
throughout a lawyer’s career at S&C, even after
the lawyer makes partner. The program is also
flexible: Associates are invited to evaluate their
mentoring relationships annually and can
change mentors as their career evolves.

Office Hours

Women@S&C
Lunch Program

Stop by our women partners’ Office Hours
for one-on-one or small group, impromptu
discussions about any topic of interest.
Across the Firm, women partners dedicate
windows of time for associates to chat. Office
Hours are a great way to meet a woman
partner you want to work with, get to know
women in other practice groups, and to
connect with other associates as well.

These informal, small group lunches for
women lawyers are co-hosted by two S&C
women partners who, as part of our continued
focus on professional development, lead
discussion topics that complement the themes
put forward in recent Leadership Lunches.
Recent topics have included Building Your
Network, Mentorship and Strategies for
Conflict Management.
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Professional Development
The Women’s Leadership Lunch Series
As part of the Firm’s commitment to developing current and future women trailblazers
through innovative and thoughtful leadership programming, the Firm launched
the Women’s Leadership Lunch Series. Meant to bring women lawyers together, as
well as provide additional guidance to our women associates as they navigate a path
to leadership at S&C, the Series consists of women and men partners participating
in panel presentations, ideation breakout sessions and discussions on best practices
to access additional professional development opportunities. Each program in
the Series is also designed to provide attendees practical tips that can be utilized
immediately after the program.
A recent lunch, held virtually, featured Rhonda Joy McLean, president and CEO of
RJMLEADS LLC, a leadership consultant company, and former Deputy General
Counsel of Time Inc. Rhonda shared her personal story, leadership lessons and
guiding principles, and best practices when forming a personal board of directors (or
as Rhonda likes to say, your “success team”). Following her presentation, partners led
small group discussions on how to build and engage a personal board of directors,
and how that board can support associates’ professional development and goals at
different stages of their careers.
Past lunches have featured professor Hillary Sale of Georgetown Law and the
McDonough School of Business who discussed self-advocacy; Rachael Bosch, a
professional career coach, who presented advice on goal pursuit; and our partners
Audra Cohen and Sharon Nelles, who lead our biggest practice groups, sharing their
insights on leadership.
“We’ve chosen topics that will resonate with our women lawyers,” says Milana Hogan,
our Chief Legal Talent Officer. “We provide actionable and relevant takeaways on
topics ranging from client development to resilience, health and wellness. Although
we always have fantastic speakers, the best part about this series is that it gives us a
chance to bring this extraordinary community of women together. When you have
this group together in one room, it truly feels like anything is possible—it’s a very
inspiring program.”

Networking Events
Annual Women’s Dinner
It’s the social event of the season. Each summer,
the women of S&C gather for dinner at Rosa
Mexicano in Union Square to welcome the
summer associates, mix, mingle and toast with
pomegranate margaritas. “The annual women’s
dinner is by far the event I look forward to the
most every year,” says litigation associate Ginny
Hildreth. “It’s been great to watch it grow since I
was a summer associate in 2013. Over the years
the tables have gotten fuller, and last year, when
the private space was too small, we rented out the
full restaurant.”

Partners Camille Orme, Kathleen McArthur,
Sharon Nelles and Tracy Richelle High

New Associate Welcome Breakfast
From day one at S&C, associates are invited to make meaningful connections with the extraordinary
women at the Firm—beginning with breakfast. Each fall, the WIC hosts a breakfast where our women
partners welcome new women associates to the Firm. For litigation associate Catherine Akenhead,
who rejoined S&C in September 2019 after clerking, the welcome breakfast came at the right time.
“The first few weeks at the Firm were filled with meetings and trainings, and it was nice to connect
with other women in a more informal way,” she says. “The partners spoke candidly about their
experiences at the Firm and how they work to balance their personal and professional lives, which
really set the tone for other associates to engage in meaningful conversations.”

Women@S&C Conversation & Cocktails
Test your knowledge of women’s history, S&C’s history and other legal trivia to celebrate Women’s
History Month in March. Hone your palate at a wine tasting highlighting women winemakers in
December. Enjoy sushi, pigs in blankets and cupcakes while sipping cocktails (mocktails) or coffee at
these bi-monthly gatherings where you can catch up with your women colleagues in a relaxed social
setting.

Women@S&C Book Club

We’ve chosen topics that will resonate with our
women lawyers. We provide actionable and
relevant takeaways on topics ranging from client
development to resilience, health and wellness.”

Nothing brings women together like a good book. Join the Women@S&C Book Club for a guided,
thoughtful discussion of a diverse selection of books, often featuring women protagonists and delving
into the different experiences of women. Frequently the WIC selects wide-ranging works by women
authors, such as The House of Mirth by Edith Wharton, Pachinko by Min Jin Lee and An American
Marriage by Tayari Jones. We look forward to hearing what you want to read!

—Milana Hogan, Chief Legal Talent Officer
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Honoring the
Legacy of a Legend
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg was a legal titan
among giants. She impacted the lives and
careers of countless lawyers, activists, women
and opera aficionadas alike. Justice Ginsburg’s
crusade for gender equality shattered the glass
ceiling and empowered generations of women to
pursue their dreams. Shortly after her passing,
S&C and the WIC hosted a virtual remembrance
ceremony, with lawyers sharing her story, her
impact and personal anecdotes.
Sharon Nelles, Managing Partner of S&C’s
Litigation Group: In December of 2018, I argued
an appeal at the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals.
A few days later I went with one of my daughters
to see On the Basis of Sex, a movie about how
Ruth Bader Ginsburg convinced the Tenth
Circuit to rule that discrimination on the basis
of sex violated the Equal Protection clause.
What struck me most was not the enormous
impact and achievement of that ruling, but the
depiction of her struggling and worrying about
arguing in the Tenth Circuit. Justice Ginsburg
split that argument with her husband because
of the stigma of being a woman appearing
before an appellate court. When I walk into a
courtroom today, many things may concern
me, but not my gender. Justice Ginsburg kicked
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down the courthouse doors for us. And for that, I
thank her and will always be grateful.

justices who would ask counsel questions by
using their name.

Bob Craft, Senior Counsel and former Managing
Partner of the Washington, D.C. office: For as
long as I knew Ruth, she attended virtually
every performance of the Washington Opera.
She attended dress rehearsals, opening night
performances, and often closing performances
for good measure. She once appeared in The
Daughter of the Regiment. Shortly after, I ran
into her and her husband Marty and she said,
“Bob, you’ll never guess what happened today.” I
thought perhaps the Chief Justice had assigned
her an important opinion. “The Dallas Opera
called to ask if I would reprise my role in Dallas,”
she said. Needless to say she didn’t actually do it,
but it shows you where her priorities lay.

Julia Malkina, Litigation Partner: Justice Ginsburg’s
career is exceptional, and her contributions are
immeasurable. I had the privilege of watching
Justice Ginsburg for two terms. In opinions,
Justice Ginsburg’s hard work and tenacity also
shone through. She was often the first justice
to publish an opinion in the term, and in fact
it became a tradition of sorts. When I think
about what Justice Ginsburg means to me, three
qualities rise above all else: her deep passion for
a steadfast commitment to equality, hard work
and the law. These transcend our differences, our
views, our politics.

Garrard Beeney, co-head of the Firm’s Intellectual
Property and Technology Group: I was privileged
to argue in front of Justice Ginsburg , not once,
but twice. The first time in 1993, just two months
after Justice Ginsburg was confirmed, and again
in 2016. In 1993, Justice Ginsburg asked the first
question that I received. One of the qualities
about Justice Ginsburg that stood out during
both arguments was that she was unwaveringly
courteous. Indeed, she was one of the few

Sam Rothschild, S&C alum: I clerked for Retired
Justice David Souter during a year when he lent
his clerk to Justice Ginsburg. Given that Justice
Ginsburg hadn’t hired me, I was nervous going
into my first few interactions with her. But during
one of my first weeks on the job, a friend of the
Justice’s canceled at the last minute for a theater
performance, and, by luck of the draw, I found

myself seated next to her in a Court Police car
headed to the show. Knowing that I’d recently
moved from Manhattan, the Justice used our trip
to point out some of her favorite D.C. sites and
to reflect on her own transition from New York
many years prior.
The warmth with which Justice Ginsburg
welcomed me into her chambers speaks to her
confidence and empathy. A less self-assured
Justice might squirm at the prospect of receiving
work from an employee she hadn’t hired. But not
Justice Ginsburg, who knew she could have done
the job by herself.
Justice Ginsburg’s empathy also contributed
to her unhesitating acceptance of me into her
clerk family. That empathy was on display in
her unfailing collegiality toward her fellow
Justices, even when they fervently disagreed.
And although that sensibility served her well
as an advocate and a jurist, my sense is that
she empathized not because it brought tactical
advantage but instead because it was her natural
way of being in the world.

Justice Ginsburg kicked down the courthouse
doors for us.”
			
—Sharon Nelles
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Meet Our Newest
Partners
A Culture of Support
and Success
This year, S&C introduced four women to the
partnership: Jeannette Bander, Sharon Cohen
Levin, Julia Malkina and Beth Newton.
Jeannette, Julia and Beth graduated from
law school in 2011 and came up through
the associate ranks and were trained in our
signature generalist approach. Sharon arrived
through a different route, joining as a lateral
partner from the U.S. Attorney’s Office in the
Southern District of New York, where she
headed the Forfeiture Unit for nearly two
decades.

Jeannette E. Bander

Jeannette, Julia and Beth all say that becoming
partner wasn’t a definite part of their career
plans when they started as associates. Instead,
they credit S&C’s culture and environment
with helping to transform their developing
ambitions into a reality.
Jeannette, a new partner in the Executive
Compensation Group, points to the support
she received from partners. “I’ve always found
senior lawyers at the Firm to have an open door
policy,” she says. “You just feel like everybody
wants you to succeed, and there are other
women who understand what it’s like to try to
do this. They want you to benefit from their
experience.”
For Julia, the authenticity of her colleagues
helped her realize the partnership track was for
her. “I met with seven all-star partners when
I interviewed, and they were all incredibly
different,” she says. “I loved that because it was
clear that you didn’t have to fit a particular
model to succeed here.” Julia feels that this
authenticity is woven into S&C’s culture.

Sharon Cohen Levin
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“When people ask me, ‘Who does well at S&C?’
I say, ‘People who are very good at the work
and who are committed to the work’ and that’s
pretty much it.”
Beth was inspired by her early exposure to
leadership roles. When she was in her third
year, Beth worked on a breach of contract
dispute in Delaware Chancery Court. “That was
my first formative experience, both in taking
on management responsibility and learning
how to run a team on a busy case,” she says. By
her fifth year, she realized that S&C’s practice
of giving associates opportunities to lead had
set her up for success. “My experience as an
associate exceeded my wildest expectations.”
For Sharon, who is now a member of our
Criminal Defense and Investigations Group,
S&C turned out to be a perfect fit. Her
practice focuses on money laundering and
asset forfeiture advice for a diverse group of
corporate clients. One reason that she chose
the Firm was for its deeply collaborative
culture. “In the government I loved working
with the smartest, most dedicated people. I’ve
been able to continue that at S&C,” she says. “I
immediately felt at home.”

Julia A. Malkina

S&C is one of the few
firms that still promotes
associates to partner at
eight years.”
— Vault Guide to the Top 100 Law Firms
Beth D. Newton
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An Outside Perspective

“

Government
work has helped
my practice
immensely. That
experience gave
me insight into
the government’s
process.”
— Aisling O’Shea
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The lawyers in S&C’s Criminal Defense and Investigations Group bring different
backgrounds to their challenging work. Some, such as Aisling O’Shea and Kamil
Shields, are former federal prosecutors who returned to the Firm after their time
in the government. While this type of experience isn’t necessary to be a top whitecollar lawyer, they do credit their distinguished former careers with giving them a
unique perspective.
“Government work has helped my practice immensely,” says Aisling, the co-head
of the Firm’s Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and Anti-Corruption Group. Aisling
began her career as an associate at S&C before spending five years as a trial lawyer
in the Department of Justice unit that focuses on FCPA investigations. “That
experience gave me insight into the government’s process: how it views cases and
sees evidence, and the pressures and timeline of an investigation.”
“S&C has always been very supportive of my career choices,” adds Kamil, a special
counsel in the Litigation Group, focusing on investigations and regulatory
enforcement proceedings involving cybercrime matters. Kamil was an associate
at S&C and then served as an Assistant United States Attorney for the District of
Columbia in both the Cybercrime and Fraud and Public Corruption sections. “I
received great mentoring and now I’m helping the younger generation discover
their career paths.”
Both earned impressive reputations during their government service. Aisling
was a lead lawyer on a team that won the Homeland Security Investigations’
Outstanding Financial Investigation award for a corruption and money
laundering case involving Venezuela’s state-owned oil company. Kamil served as
lead prosecutor in 13 jury trials and prosecuted numerous cybersecurity attacks
involving wire and bank fraud affecting thousands of victims.

“

I received great
mentoring and
now I’m helping
the younger
generation
discover their
career paths.”

“S&C values public service,” says Kamil. “Because of that, people feel free to
explore different career opportunities. Aisling and I are grateful that we’ve been
able to use that experience to serve S&C’s clients.”

— Kamil Shields
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Charting Her Own Path
Audra Cohen found herself at a crossroads in her seventh year at S&C. She had just
returned from maternity leave following the birth of her second child, and she was
worried that a path to partnership wouldn’t be viable on her part-time schedule. “I
understood that it could take a little longer to get there, but I made it very clear I still
wanted that opportunity,” she says.
“The Firm’s response should not have surprised me. Leadership was very receptive
to my continuing on a part-time schedule and supported me throughout my
development into a partner.”
To Audra, S&C’s flexibility was nothing new. She started her career with a focus on
securities, but quickly fell in love with M&A. The Firm supported her initial move to
a flexible schedule when she started focusing her practice primarily in M&A. “With
that encouragement I was still leading deals and developing my career.” Audra adds,
“Clients loved it because I was committed 100 percent to specific deals.”
In 2003, Audra became a partner and resumed a full-time schedule. In the years
since, she’s represented clients in industry-defining deals, such as Kraft Foods
Group in its $55 billion merger with H.J. Heinz Company to create The Kraft Heinz
Company. She now serves as the co-managing partner of S&C’s General Practice
Group globally, which encompasses the Firm’s corporate practice areas including
M&A, capital markets and corporate governance work.
Audra is also committed to helping the newest generation of lawyers at S&C. She is
a co-founder of the Women’s Initiative Committee and has served on the Diversity
Committee and the Associate Experience Committee.
“One of the things I’ve always focused on is sharing my unique story with
associates,” she says. “Especially as they consider their own future, I want them to
understand why I’m so happy with what I do and why it was so worth the effort of
trying to find a balance.”

One of the most rewarding parts of my job is being
able to lead by example. I still love digging in on
deals and working side-by-side with associates.”
— Audra Cohen
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Paving the Way

When it comes to teamwork and mentoring,
Suhana Han gives it her all.
As Suhana rose through the ranks, she found mentors who championed her to other
leaders. Now, as a partner, Suhana strives to provide the same support. “One key
aspect is giving opportunities, encouraging young associates to take on a role
they might not want, and then helping them succeed through encouragement
and a vote of confidence. You see them blossom.”
In June of 2019, Suhana won the dismissal of three major litigation matters in
less than 30 days, a remarkable accomplishment that she largely credits to the
hard work of the entire team. Before a hearing in one of these cases, in which she
defended VW and Audi against consumer claims involving airbags, she and a
team of junior lawyers brainstormed the most difficult questions that the judge
might ask. “They are smart and engaged and often they came up with better
answers than I did,” says Suhana.
Suhana has also been committed to pro bono work since she was a junior
associate, including handling appeals for a death row inmate. Taking on these
cases is a grave responsibility, but one that she finds gratifying. Suhana notes
that pro bono work has also honed her legal skills by giving her significant
responsibility at an early stage in her career. She encourages junior associates to
do the same.
Suhana was recently inducted into the YWCA’s Academy of Women Leaders.
She believes in the organization’s mission to empower women in the workplace,
and she promotes the same values at S&C. “I am very fortunate to have worked
with tremendously inspiring and talented women at the Firm,” she says. “Having
been given those opportunities, I want to do something similar—in a cliché, pay
it forward.”

“
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One key aspect is giving opportunities, encouraging
young associates to take on a role they might not
want, and then helping them succeed through
encouragement and a vote of confidence. You see
them blossom.”
— Suhana Han

Suhana Han

named a 2019 Law360 MVP in Class Actions
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Teamwork Is Forever

“

Melissa is a
fantastic, calming
voice in these
situations. She is
able to keep things
moving forward.”
— Renata Hesse

A Sparkling Collaboration Leads
to Dealmaker of the Year

Working on the largest deal ever proposed in the retail luxury sector—Tiffany & Co.’s
approximately $16 billion agreement to be acquired by LVMH Moët Hennessy-Louis
Vuitton—may seem glamorous. But behind the scenes it required hard work, skilled
lawyering and a close collaboration between M&A partners Melissa Sawyer and Frank
Aquila and Antitrust partner Renata Hesse. The deal would ultimately earn Melissa a
coveted American Lawyer Dealmaker of the Year award.
Although Tiffany was not previously an S&C client, the company turned to Melissa
and Renata for their market-leading expertise after it received an unsolicited bid
from the French retailing giant. Melissa co-heads S&C’s Corporate Governance &
Activism Practice and our Consumer & Retail Group. Renata, a former top lawyer at the
Department of Justice’s Antitrust Division, is the co-head of our Antitrust Group.
Collaboration is a hallmark of S&C, where partners work effortlessly across practice
groups to produce the best results for clients. “We coordinated closely with each other
from the outset,” says Melissa. “Renata and I had to educate ourselves about Tiffany’s
business very quickly and it was great to have her as a thought partner.”
After Renata assessed the antitrust risk in the United States, she and Melissa worked
together to craft deal terms to avoid antitrust issues and also protect Tiffany if U.S.
regulators raised concerns. In the end, they secured one of the most seller-favorable sets
of contract terms available, including requiring that LVMH assume the risk of securing
regulatory approvals. The U.S. Antitrust agencies quickly cleared the deal in almost
record time.
The negotiations with LVMH were at times challenging. “Melissa is a fantastic, calming
voice in these situations,” Renata remarks. “She is able to keep things moving forward.”

“

Renata brings
a tremendous
amount of value
to our deals
because she is
able to anticipate
the regulators’
perspective.”

In an unexpected twist, LVMH later raised issues over the deal. S&C continued to advise
Tiffany as it reached a modified agreement with LVMH under which certain terms of
their initial agreement remain unchanged. The two luxury retailers have agreed to settle
their litigation in the Delaware Chancery Court.
Melissa praises Renata’s unparalleled substantive knowledge of antitrust law, as well
as her practical approach. “Renata brings a tremendous amount of value to our deals
because she is able to anticipate the regulators’ perspective,” she says. “Just as important,
she understands the client’s needs and speaks the same language as deal lawyers.”
Renata notes that in deals like this, the antitrust lawyers could be treated as adjuncts to
the M&A team. That isn’t her experience. “I always feel that I’m an integral part of the
team and people value my input,” she says. “This day-to-day integration is really seamless
and of very high value to clients.”

— Melissa Sawyer
20
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A Variety of Work Keeps
Things Interesting
From our Palo Alto office in the heart of Silicon
Valley, Sarah Payne applies her versatile skill set to
headline-winning transactions around the world.
As a generalist, Sarah regularly leads
representations that transcend any single
practice area. Not only does she find this
multidisciplinary approach stimulating, but
clients benefit from lawyers with the broad
experience to see the big picture.
For example, Sarah played a leading role advising
on one of the largest global IPOs ever—the $25
billion offering for China-based online retailer
Alibaba, co-founded by former S&C associate Joe
Tsai. Her performance earned her “Lawyer of the
Week” honors from London’s Sunday Times.
Then Tsai turned to Sarah and the S&C team for a
very different kind of deal: acquiring professional
basketball teams. She helped Tsai gain ownership
of the NBA’s Brooklyn Nets and the WNBA’s New
York Liberty. While leading the New York Liberty
transaction, Sarah also juggled representing the
underwriters in the IPO for the iconic American
company Levi Strauss & Co.
“S&C’s generalist training has made my career
more interesting by letting me work on a wide
variety of deals,” says Sarah. “But more important,
a well-rounded lawyer benefits clients.”
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A Business Built on Trust
“The investment management business is a people
business,” says Whitney Chatterjee, the head
of our Investment Management Group, whose
clients include hedge funds, private equity firms
and mutual fund managers. “You represent
people who are generating novel investment
ideas—they are entrepreneurs in the truest
sense of the word. That means that they’re
willing to give you plenty of room for creative
thinking and problem solving.”
Trustees of a Rockefeller family trust and
Goldman Sachs Asset Management have turned
to Whitney for their most complex and novel
matters. In Whitney’s practice, interdisciplinary
skills are essential. She provides regulatory
advice combined with transactional expertise
and counsels on corporate governance issues.
Yet it’s the personal aspect of her practice that
Whitney values the most.
“You’re working with individuals who have built
their companies with their own hands,” she says.
“And they’re the decision makers. You have an
opportunity to work with them on something
that is truly important to what they’ve built.
It’s a privilege to be able to provide that kind of
counsel.”
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Inspiring the
Next Generation
Gwen Wong leads—by training.

As the partner in charge of our Beijing office, Gwen juggles multibillion-dollar
bank takeovers and massive cross-border offerings throughout the Asia-Pacific
region with managing that crucial office. She also takes special pride in preparing
the next generation of S&C lawyers.
“As the office lead, I make a lot of decisions—from our business strategy in
the region to the technology we use in the office to negotiating the tenancy
agreements. But one of my most rewarding responsibilities is developing our
lawyers and ensuring they have the training and support they need to be the best
lawyers they can be. When you get it right, that’s what I call the ‘wow factor.’”
Gwen has been named a top woman lawyer in China by Asian Legal Business,
a 2019 Rising Star by the International Financial Law Review, and has been
recognized for eight straight years by Chambers Global and Chambers Asia-Pacific
for her work in Capital Markets.
Clearly, she has her own wow factor. And she’s bringing along others in her wake.
“Our objective is to teach associates the right way, so that they have the foundation
to tackle sophisticated and complex legal problems,” says Gwen.
“Our generalist approach means they learn a lot about the world, not just a narrow
matter of the law. That makes for more engaged associates, and better lawyers.”

S&C
S&C wins for “Best Gender Diversity Initiative”
by Euromoney Women in Business Law Awards
in 2020
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PRO BONO MATTERS

Educating
the System
“B.M.” is 11 years old and in the fourth grade. He has been diagnosed with attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder; impairments in reading, written expression and math; microcephaly
with dysmorphic features; a congenital heart defect; and partial growth hormone deficiency.
The New York City Department of Education (NYCDOE) classified him as a student with
a learning disability but failed to provide the appropriate public education B.M. has been
waiting for since kindergarten.

S&C Women in the
Legal Community
At S&C we not only position our women lawyers for
success, but support women in the broader legal
community. Our lawyers are active in groups that promote
visibility for accomplished women. Here are just a few
examples:

As a result, B.M. performs far below grade level. His parents enrolled him in a private school
capable of providing the programs and services he desperately needs, but that they cannot
afford. B.M.’s parents must secure funding from NYCDOE to maintain enrollment, but his
hearings have been repeatedly delayed and B.M. continues to fall behind.



 artner Rita-Anne O’Neill serves as co-chair of the ABA’s
P
Women in M&A Subcommittee, which has created programs to
expand the ranks of women in M&A.

The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act requires “impartial due process” hearings
at which parents may challenge the adequacy and appropriateness of the special education
services offered to their children. But New York City students often wait for extended
periods far beyond legal limits for their complaints to be heard and addressed. Low-income
families, often unable to pay for services out-of-pocket and wait for city reimbursements, are
disproportionally affected.



 artner Renata Hesse is a founder and chair of W@
P
CompetitionAmericas, a platform for women in the antitrust field.
Renata and associate Samantha Hynes contributed to “Women
& Antitrust, Voices from the Field,” released through W@
Competition at the occasion of International Women’s Day 2020.

At the start of 2020, S&C and New York Legal Assistance Group (NYLAG) filed a federal suit
alleging that disabled students in New York City who file complaints over their treatment at
school wait an average of nine months for a resolution, despite a federal legal wait-time limit
of 75 days. Currently, the City has more than 10,000 open due process claims and nearly 70
percent are late.



 artner Nicky Friedlander serves as co-chair of the Women’s
P
White-Collar Defense Association’s New York Chapter, which
provides a forum for experienced women white-collar defense
lawyers to gather and discuss issues of significance in their
field. Recently, the New York Chapter hosted an informal talk
with S&C alumni, Karen Seymour, now General Counsel to
Goldman Sachs.



 e are also sponsors of The New York City Bar Association’s
W
Ruth Bader Ginsburg Lecture, Legal Momentum’s Aiming High
Luncheon and The Judges and Lawyers Breast Cancer Alert.

“These are vulnerable children to start with and these delays are harming them even more,”
says Gillian Seaman, a litigation associate who is working on the case.
This lawsuit, which seeks class action status, is just one of the most recent examples of S&C’s
commitment to pro bono work, which has been a core value of the Firm since our founding.
Over the years, we’ve helped a wide range of clients and nonprofit organizations in need,
changing lives and making legal history.
In this case, S&C and NYLAG seek systemic change for disabled students. “The defendants
have known about these delays for years and have failed to remedy the problem. These
students should not have to pay the price for this dysfunctional system,” says Catherine
Akenhead, a litigation associate on the S&C team.
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THE BEST OF THE BEST

Renata Hesse
named a Profiles in Diversity
Journal 2020 Women Worth
Watching

WO MEN LEAD AT S& C

Inosi Nyatta
named a 2019 Dealmaker
of the Year by The
American Lawyer

Rita O’Neill and Laura Kabler Oswell
named to Daily Journal’s Top Women Lawyers in California 2020

Melissa Sawyer

Julia Malkina

named a 2020 Dealmaker of the
Year by The American Lawyer

named a 2020 Rising Star
by New York Law Journal

Beth Newton
named a 2020 Law360
Rising Star in White Collar

We look forward
to meeting you!

Cathy Clarkin

named “Best in Capital Markets:
Equity” by Euromoney Women
in Business Law Awards 2020

Tracy Richelle High
recipient of the Association of Black Women Attorneys
Professional Achievement Award in 2019

Julie Jordan
named a 2020 Law360 MVP in Employment Law

Aisling O’Shea
named a 2019 Future Leader by Who’s Who Legal in partnership
with Global Competition Review and Global Investigations Review
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